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INTERVIEW

Maggie Mellon interviews
Karyn McCluskey,
chief officer of the new
Community Justice Scotland

MM: Tell us a bit about you and your
career so far.

MM: What do you think you bring to Community
Justice Scotland?

KM: I have what might seem a strange
background. I trained as a nurse, then did a degree
in psychology. I was interested in criminal behaviour
and this interest led me to work in prison in the
health care - I worked in Cornton Vale in fact, years
ago. And then I went into the police, not as a police
officer, but as civilian staff in an intelligence role,
but with my background of health, prisons, public
health, I was unusual. I proceeded through the
ranks, did the strategic command course, which is
the highest course in policing. Latterly I was director
of the Violence Reduction Unit (VRU).

KM: Passion for the work, and a track record of trying. A track record
of failure too, because I have failed. When you try to do new things,
some things don’t work, not everything works first time. You need to
find acknowledge when things have not worked and try another way.
I bring a knowledge base from all of my career in public service. I
am enquiring, love meeting people, and trying do great things with
others.

MM: What motivates you?
KM: I am fascinated by prevention: not just in
criminal justice but generally in what great people
can do together. Changing someone’s life for the
better has to be the best thing that you can do.
That’s been my passion for the last 10 years in the
VRU.
MM: Changing lives is not part of the
usual police role description.
KM: In the police what we were good at was
detection. You can catch people but how do you
prevent? We could congratulate ourselves for
how good we were about detecting murders, but
I would rather prevent a murder than detect it.
Police Scotland is now focused on prevention and
knows that it needs to be more holistic. The Christie
Commission is one of my foundation reads: 40 per
cent of all spending on public services is accounted
for by interventions that could have been avoided
by prioritising a preventative approach. 40%! That’s
sobering.
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MM: What does the term community justice mean to
you?
KM: That is a good question. To be honest the legislation is very one
dimensional, we need to bring it to life. So I have been challenging
myself and also asking others too with the question ‘If I had thirty
seconds on Radio Scotland to explain what CJS is about, what would I
say?’. Some of the people I asked took 10 minutes to explain it to me. I
am struggling to nail it exactly; but it will have prevention at its heart.
That will be the first task of the agency: to define ourselves and our
mission.
MM: What do you think will be your priorities for the
first five years?
KM: Challenging the current system and services to do things
differently. I think that has to mean putting offenders at the heart.
And victims too of course, but they are often not two separate
groups of people.
Meeting communities is important, I did a lot of that with the
VRU. But when they ask what are you doing about this or that
problem, I ask them, what are you doing? These are your families,
your communities. You must be part of the solution.
I think in many ways it will be looking much wider than the justice
system. What we want to see ourselves as a country … we talk about
redemption, social justice, we don’t see it in practice as often as we
pat ourselves on the back for it. We write off children because their
parents have been written off. We exclude them. We don’t allow
people to change.
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MM: Talking about too many
people being sent to prison, I
want to ask you for your thoughts
on the rate of imprisonment of
women and how to tackle that.

MM: One of the things commonly said is that the use of prison
can’t be reduced, as the alternatives are not robust enough.
What’s your response to that?
KM: There is an evidence base. We know that prison doesn’t always have desired
outcome. Sometimes people come out worse than they went in. Even if prison has
offered them something, when they come out they are faced with the same life,
the same problems.
Often to a worse life. Some come out to homelessness and are given a sleeping
bag and told to sleep rough.
Men who have been a criminal justice system problem before they went in
become a health problem when they get out. Their old friends have moved on but
they have not developed. So then they become a health service problem - drinking
and chronic ill health.
That all brings me back to the necessity of prevention and redesigning services
to meet needs
System change is not easy. Its going to be a tough ride. I might get into hot
water. I probably will get into some hot water. I think that’s inevitable.
MM: Who are going to be your friends and allies if that
happens?
KM: I am a public servant, the people and their communities are the people I
serve, they will have to be my allies in this. My old boss at Strathclyde Police, Willie
Rae, told us when we set up the VRU that we might and would make mistakes,
but as long as we had the right values and were heading in the right direction,
he would back us. I hope that people in the criminal justice system and outside
it who want to achieve change will give us that kind of support and cover. I don’t
have statutory powers in Community Justice Scotland: the legislation is not giving
us many levers, so it will be by inspiring confidence, having the right ideas and
direction and taking people with me that I am going to get anything done.
MM: When you meet the Justice Secretary how will you respond
to him if he says, as he did to Women For Independence
when we met him, that evidence on community sentences
is not robust enough, that he can’t expect Sheriffs not to
send people to prison if they don’t have confidence that the
alternatives will be effective.
KM: I would say that there is an evidence base for programmes. But they need to
be timely. They need to be there when they are needed. There is no waiting list for
prison. Of course some people need to be in prison for the safety of the public. But
many fewer than are sent to prison.
But the other thing that I would want to say to the Minister is this. I am
passionate about employment as the best way to end offending. I will take on
people with lived experience. If people have been in prison … do we just say that
is you for life, no work, no hope?
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KM: I visited HMP Cornton Vale before
some of the women were decanted. First
we went to the block which held the
women who had already been sentenced,
which was pretty much as it was decades
ago, old blocks, when I worked there as a
nurse. But then I was taken into the remand
wing. It felt like an acute psychiatric ward.
I was shocked. I saw women who had clear
mental health issues. The distress was
palpable. These women needed medical
help and support, not prison.
It is the wider system that needs to
change to stop sending women to prison
- on sentence or remand - unnecessarily.
It is not the prison system which can solve
that problem, despite their best efforts.
So I can see myself wanting to have that
conversation with the Minister and other
colleagues in the Justice sector and in
Health.
We have managed it with young people
and cut the numbers there but that was not
done by prison service alone, that needed
to happen outside prison. If we can do it
there, we can do it with women.
MM: What would you call success
for Community Justice Scotland in
its first five years?
KM: I think a criminal justice system
that was 40% smaller with much more
prevention of offending, much more
diversion from court and then from custody
… That maybe sounds too big a change to
call for but I believe our aspiration needs
to be greater. We need people with some
big ideas and big ambitions to create the
big solutions – disruption in the system.
I look at the challenges in England and
think that we have so much potential to be
different. Would it be great for people to
talk about Scotland like they talk about the
Scandanavian Countries – as a beacon of
the possible.
In Community Justice Scotland I have
no powers … I need to have influence by
finding the great people across Scotland
and trying to create a movement for
change.

Maggie Mellon is an independent
social worker and writer.
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Foundation Skills
in Restorative Practices
Intensive Course
Course leader:

Tim Chapman
(University of Ulster; Chair, European
Forum for Restorative Justice).

“This is, in my opinion, one of the best and
most serious and comprehensive course there
is for Restorative Justice Practitioners in Europe,
if not the world, today.”
Dr Estelle Zinsstag, Senior Researcher, University (K.U.) Leuven, Belgium

5-9 June 2017

“The course was great! I really enjoyed the
creative culture of learning. It has been a really
worthwhile experience.”

University of Strathclyde
https://goo.gl/delDy0

Ella Brown, Criminal Justice Social Worker, North Lanarkshire

“I consider Tim Chapman to be the best
educator in his field and cannot recommend
him highly enough.”
Martina Jordan Restorative Practitioner & Trainer

PUBLIC DIALOGUES ON
RESTORATIVE JUSTICE
20 April 2017

Edinburgh

RJ and desistance

15 June 2017

Glasgow

RJ and homicide

October (tbc)

Day conferences

Further events to be announced.
www.scottishinsight.ac.uk/Programmes/Learningfromotherplaces/RestorativeJustice.aspx
To join the Restorative Justice Forum (Scotland) or be
added to the mailing list, contact rsuszko@sacro.org.uk
@RJinScot #RJinScotland

